NWRGSL Double Roster Form
Section 4.J.1 a: Any team which uses tryouts, recruiting, or any like process to roster players selectively on the basis of talent or
ability shall be classified as competitive.
4.J.l.b: A team which invites players without tryouts, but also accepts players assigned randomly is considered recreational.
4.J .1.c: All other teams within NWRGSL where 4.J. I .a or 4.J .1.b does not apply shall be classified as recreational.
12.H.2. No player shall be multiple rostered to more than two teams at any given time during the seasonal year.
12.H.3-5: . A player may be multiple rostered to a competitive team and a recreational team. A player may be multiple rostered to
two recreational teams. A player shall NOT be multiple rostered on two competitive teams.
12.H.6. A player who will be multiple rostered to a competitive team and a recreational team must declare so at the time of initial
registration before the fall season, or during the three weeks prior to the scheduled first game of the spring season. At no other time
may a player wishing to multiple roster on a competitive team be allowed to do so. A player may be multiple rostered on two
recreational teams at any time during the seasonal year, at the discretion of the league registrar, or the league President.
12.H.7.a. A player intending to multiple roster must submit a properly completed roster request form through the club to NWRGSL.
12.H.7 .b. The first team registered SHALL be the player's primary team, regardless of competitive/rec classification. If the player has
not yet been rostered to a team, then the player must declare the primary and secondary team at the time of registration.
12.H.7.c. If the player is to multiple roster on two teams not within the same club, they must also submit a properly completed
registration form to NWRGSL for both teams that the player will be rostered.
12.H. 7 .d. A fee shall be set by NWRGSL for a multiple roster request. The fee is: $50.00 and must be attached to the form.
12.H.8.a. A player must always practice and play for their primary team first. If the games and practices of the secondary team do not
conflict with the primary team's schedule, then the player may participate in practices and games for the secondary team.
12.H.8.b. A player may NOT play in more than two games on any given day.
12.H.8.c. A player may NOT play in two consecutively scheduled games unless there is a rest time between the two games equal to a
game time length of that age group. For example, if the player were Ul2, the player may play in two games on a given day if and only
if there is a time delay between the first and second game equal to a UI2 game time, including halftime.
12.H.d. If both teams elect to participate in the same tournament, the player may play ONLY for the primary team.

I understand the above rules and procedures and agree to abide by them.

Player

Parents

player birthdate & Player ID#

Player mailing address

Primary Team Coach Signature

Team ID#, name, and club name

Secondary Team Coach Signature

Team ID#, name, and club name

Primary Team Club Registrar Signature

Secondary Team Club Registrar Signature

League Registrar Signature

League President Signature

